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The field of self-organization in nonequilibrium chemical systems comprises the study of dynamical
phenomena in chemically reacting systems far from equilibrium. Systematic exploration of this area
began with investigations of the temporal behavior of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky oscillating reac-
tion, discovered accidentally in the former Soviet Union in the 1950s. The field soon advanced into
chemical waves in excitable media and propagating fronts. With the systematic design of oscillating
reactions in the 1980s and the discovery of Turing patterns in the 1990s, the scope of these studies
expanded dramatically. The articles in this Focus Issue provide an overview of the development and
current state of the field. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2354477�
. INTRODUCTION

Readers of this journal are well versed in nonlinear dy-
amics. In this Focus Issue we highlight the dynamics of
hemically reacting systems far from equilibrium with em-
hasis on such systems’ ability to self-organize. Nonlinear
hemical dynamics is concerned with oscillations in well-
tirred systems, chemical waves and fronts, chaos, and sta-
ionary spatial patterns. Other focus issues have overlapped
he field: control of chaos �Chaos 7 �4�, 1997�, understand-
ng ventricular fibrillation �Chaos 8 �1�, 1998�, nonlinear sci-
nce in chemical engineering �Chaos 9 �1�, 1999�, and non-
inear dynamics in polymeric systems �Chaos 9 �2�, 1999�.

Chemists are perhaps more surprised by the spectacular,
lmost magical pattern formation that can arise in nonequi-
ibrium systems than are physicists or engineers. This is
robably the result of two factors. First, chemists focus on
olecules. Such emphasis on the molecular level makes it

ifficult to envision how macroscopic patterns can form.
econd, much of what chemists learn and study stresses the
quilibrium state. Quite often, even diffusion is not ad-
ressed in the undergraduate curriculum and so chemists are
ll prepared to consider nonequilibrium systems.

We seek here to provide an overview of the field of
onlinear chemical dynamics, though not by any means a
omprehensive review. Readers are referred to other works
or more information.1 We also must confess to neglecting a
ery important area, viz., the application of these ideas to
iological and biochemical systems.2

I. HISTORY OF THE FIELD

Fechner described an electrochemical cell that produced
n oscillating current, the first published report of oscilla-
ions in a chemical system, in 1828.3 Ostwald reported in

899 that the rate of chromium dissolution in acid periodi-
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cally increased and decreased.4 Because both systems are
inhomogeneous, it was believed then, and through much of
the next century, that homogeneous oscillating reactions
were impossible.

The first homogeneous isothermal chemical oscillator to
be described was the reaction of iodate, iodine, and hydrogen
peroxide, studied by William C. Bray, and later by his stu-
dent Herman Liebhafsky. Hydrogen peroxide decomposes to
oxygen and water.5 The rate of evolution of oxygen and the
I2 concentration were found to vary nearly periodically.
However, for the next 50 years, chemists would believe that
the reaction was not really homogeneous and that the oscil-
lations were an artifact of dust or bubbles. Noyes and co-
workers revived the work of Bray and Liebhafsky in the
1970s and succeeded in convincing the chemical community
that the Bray reaction represented a genuine chemical
oscillator.6

The beginning of modern nonlinear chemical dynamics
can be traced to Boris Pavlovich Belousov, who was looking
for an inorganic analog of the Krebs cycle, a key metabolic
process in which citric acid is an intermediate. In 1950 he
studied a solution of bromate and citric acid in sulfuric acid
with ceric ions �Ce+4�. He expected to see the monotonic
conversion of yellow Ce+4 into colorless Ce+3. Instead, the
solution became clear and then became yellow again, over
and over! Belousov also noted that, unstirred in a graduated
cylinder, the solution exhibited traveling waves of yellow.
He submitted a manuscript in 1951, but it was rejected.7 He
labored six more years and submitted a revised manuscript to
another journal, but that editor insisted that the paper be
shortened to a letter before further consideration. Belousov
gave up on publishing his work, but he kept his manuscript,
which circulated among colleagues in Moscow. His only
publication on this reaction appears in the unrefereed ab-

8
stracts of a conference on radiation biology.
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In 1961, Anatol Zhabotinsky, a graduate student in bio-
hysics at Moscow State University, began looking at the
ame system with malonic acid and obtained a better formu-
ation, which did not produce precipitate. At least ten papers
n the Belousov-Zhabotinsky �BZ� reaction were published
n Russian before the first one in English.9 A conference was
eld in Prague in 1968 on Biological and Biochemical Os-
illators, where Zhabotinsky presented some of his results.
his meeting motivated many in the Eastern Bloc to study

he BZ reaction, and the publication of the proceedings in
nglish brought the BZ reaction to the attention of several
estern chemists as well.10

Belousov used the redox indicator ferroin in some ex-
eriments to heighten the color change during oscillations.
erroin is red in reduced solution and blue in oxidized form,
roviding a more easily visible variation than the pale yellow
o colorless change of the ceric-cerous system. Zaikin and
habotinsky found that ferroin alone could catalyze the BZ

eaction without cerium.11 This advance allowed them to
tudy unstirred solutions in thin layers, in which they discov-
red propagating chemical waves. Now a homogeneous sys-
em was shown to exhibit not only temporal but also spatial
elf-organization.

In 1980 the Lenin Prize was awarded to Belousov, who
ad died in 1970, and A. M. Zhabotinsky, V. I. Krinsky, and
. R. Ivanitsky for their work on the BZ reaction.

Before, and even during, the development of the BZ re-
ction, a number of papers were being written in the west on
hy true homogeneous oscillating reactions were impos-

ible. An incorrect understanding of the Second Law of Ther-
odynamics motivated these objections. The entropy of the

niverse must increase during a spontaneous process. Chem-
sts prefer to focus on the Gibbs Free Energy, G=H−TS. For
n isolated system this must approach a global minimum
uring a spontaneous chemical reaction. What many chem-
sts mistakenly assumed about reactions like the BZ reaction
as that reactants were being converted to products and then
roducts back to reactants. This would have required the free
nergy to decrease and then increase—a clear violation of
he Second Law. This erroneous understanding may have
risen from thinking of a chemical oscillator as analogous to
pendulum.

A chemical oscillator is fundamentally different from a
endulum. When a chemical reaction oscillates, it never
asses through its equilibrium point. Instead, chemical oscil-
ation is a far-from-equilibrium phenomenon, governed by
he laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics.12 Beginning in
he 1930s, Lars Onsager, Ilya Prigogine and others realized
hat thermodynamics could be applied to systems far from
quilibrium, but that a new theory was required. Prigogine
nd co-workers in Brussels focused on chemical systems,
ointing out that a system could organize �decrease its en-
ropy�, so long as the net entropy change in the universe was
ositive.13–15 For example, the concentrations of the interme-
iates in a reaction can oscillate while the free energy mono-
onically decreases as a result of the continuing conversion
f high free energy reactants into low free energy products.
ny decrease in entropy caused by the periodic concentra-
nloaded 29 Sep 2006 to 128.186.109.170. Redistribution subject to AI
tion changes is more than compensated by an entropy in-
crease from the other processes.

Prigogine pointed out in 1955 that open systems, i.e.,
systems open to the exchange of matter and/or energy with
their surroundings, kept far from equilibrium could exhibit
spontaneous self-organization by dissipating energy to the
surroundings to compensate for the entropy decrease in the
system.13 He called the temporal or spatial structures that can
arise in this way, dissipative structures. A closed system must
reach equilibrium and so can exhibit only transitory oscilla-
tions as it approaches equilibrium. Sustained oscillations re-
quire an open system with a continuous flow of new reagents
and removal of waste products.

Another impediment to the acceptance of oscillating re-
actions was the lack of a chemically plausible mechanism.
The first such model was proposed by Prigogine and Lefever
in 196816 and dubbed the “Brusselator” by Tyson in 1973.17

In 1977, Nicolis and Prigogine summarized the work of
the Brussels school in a book entitled Self-Organization in
Nonequilibrium Systems.15 For his work on nonequilibrium
systems, Ilya Prigogine was awarded the 1977 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry.

The Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction

A chemist wants to develop a molecular-level “map” or
mechanism of each chemical reaction. A mechanism is a se-
ries of elementary reactions that involve actual molecular
collisions that lead to transformation. This is an extremely
difficult task for all but the simplest of reactions.

Zhabotinsky and co-workers had made significant
progress in understanding the mechanism of the BZ reaction,
but their work was largely unknown in the west. The first
publications in English to recognize the work of Belousov
and Zhabotinsky were by the Danish scientist Hans Degn.18

He studied some aspects of the BZ reaction, but he was
unable to propose a complete mechanism for the system. The
Prague conference in 1968 afforded an opportunity for
Zhabotinsky and some of the other Russian scientists to
present their work and meet some of the more intrepid west-
erners.

Field, Körös, and Noyes learned of the BZ reaction and
after careful study were able to explain the qualitative behav-
ior of the BZ reaction using the same principles of chemical
kinetics and thermodynamics that govern “ordinary” chemi-
cal reactions. They published their mechanism, now known
as the FKN mechanism, in a classic paper in 1972.19 A quan-
titative numerical simulation of the oscillatory behavior was
published a few years later.20

Field and Noyes managed to simplify the FKN mecha-
nism. They obtained a model that had only three variable
concentrations yet maintained all the essential features of the
full BZ reaction. The model was dubbed the “Oregonator.”21

Systematic design

By the late 1970s many chemists were aware of oscillat-
ing reactions and agreed that they were authentic chemical

phenomena. There were, of course, many biological oscilla-
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ors known, but efforts to define a set of necessary and suf-
cient conditions for a chemical reaction to oscillate proved
ruitless.

In the mid-1970s, two efforts began that were to con-
erge toward a systematic approach to building chemical os-
illators. Epstein and Kustin at Brandeis University identi-
ed several autocatalytic inorganic reactions that they

hought could be turned into new chemical oscillators. Mean-
hile, at the Paul Pascal Research Center in Bordeaux, a
roup of scientists led by Adolphe Pacault had pioneered the
se of the continuous flow stirred tank reactor �CSTR�, a tool
amiliar to chemical engineers but essentially unknown to
hemists, to provide an open system suited to the study of
scillating reactions.22 Two members of the Bordeaux group,
atrick De Kepper and Jacques Boissonade, developed an
bstract model that suggested how oscillations might be ob-
ained in a CSTR by perturbing a bistable chemical system.23

e Kepper went to Brandeis in late 1979, and within a few
onths the team had developed the first systematically de-

igned oscillating reaction, the arsenite-iodate-chlorite
ystem.24 The technique was refined and used to develop
ozens of new oscillators over the next decade.

A topic that created great interest among physicists and
athematicians in the 1970s and 1980s is deterministic

haos. A chaotic system is unpredictable, but not random.
eterministic equations describe the system, but the system

s so sensitive to its initial conditions that its future behavior
s inherently unpredictable beyond some relatively short pe-
iod of time. Schmitz and Hudson reported in 1977 that the
Z system behaves chaotically under certain conditions in a
ow reactor.25 Further studies in the 1980s and 1990s have
onfirmed the existence of chaos in chemical systems and
ave shed new light on its origins.26

II. CHEMICAL WAVES

A surprisingly understudied but nonetheless important
eld of physical chemistry concerns the spatial coupling of

ocal reaction processes. This coupling can result from a va-
iety of different transport phenomena such as diffusion, con-
ection, and electromigration. Often, several types of spatial
oupling are present in a given experimental system, but
ost investigations are dedicated to examples in which one

pecific form of transport is dominant. In chemistry, research
n such spatially extended systems is often motivated by its
elevance to industrial processes in large reactor systems and
lso by its potential to provide simple models that mimic
omplex phenomena in living systems, such as nerve con-
uction as well as intra- and extracellular communication.
oreover, chemists hope to identify powerful new synthesis

trategies and control the nano- and microscale assembly of
dvanced materials. These are, however, long-term goals,
nd only a small number of technological applications have
ctually been developed so far.

A classic example of spatial coupling of local reaction
rocesses is the large class of reaction-diffusion systems.
hese systems are typically modeled by appropriate sets of
oupled partial differential equations that describe the spatio-
emporal concentration evolution of all, or at least the dy-

amically most relevant, chemical species. Typically, the

nloaded 29 Sep 2006 to 128.186.109.170. Redistribution subject to AI
transport terms obey simple Fickian diffusion and the kinetic
�reaction� terms show mild nonlinearities such as encoun-
tered in the aforementioned Belousov-Zhabotinsky or Bray-
Liebhafsky reactions. An interesting and seemingly simple
behavior that can result from such a constellation is front
propagation into unstable states. The chlorite-tetrathionate
�CT� reaction, for example, can show front propagation and
has been studied by several groups in the last decades.27 The
acid autocatalytic front in this system can be readily moni-
tored by employing appropriate pH indicators. Such experi-
ments reveal constant front profiles and constant front ve-
locities of the order of millimeters per minute. Tóth et al.
showed that the effective diffusion coefficient of the auto-
catalyst, H+, can be decreased by employing polymer gels in
which immobilized carboxylate groups reversibly bind hy-
drogen ion.28 The resulting contrast between the diffusion
coefficients of the key players, hydrogen ion and tetrathion-
ate ion, induces a, less obvious, long-wavelength instability.
This instability manifests itself as nonplanar, nonstationary
fronts. The resulting dynamics of the reaction front are very
similar to those found in the Kuramoto-Shivashinsky
equation,29 and also share features with growth patterns in
bacterial colonies.30

Front propagation in the CT reaction shows additional
features that are continuing to attract the interest of chemists
in this field. Like many similar systems �e.g., the iodate-
arsenous acid reaction31� the CT reaction can show striking
hydrodynamic flows that are intimately related to the con-
centration changes within the traveling front.32 More pre-
cisely, downward moving fronts can become buoyantly un-
stable due to the stratification of dense product solution on
top of the lighter reactant solution. This scenario results in
rather spectacular density fingering.33 Similar complications
are also encountered in the synthesis of certain polymers via
frontal polymerization. In the latter type of systems, we also
encounter nonisothermal conditions, as the reactions in-
volved are often highly exothermic. These factors can induce
additional instabilities such as the intriguing spin modes that
were studied by Pojman et al.34

There are numerous other topics related to propagating
fronts and their instabilities, but their discussion would go
beyond the scope of this Introduction. However, it is worth
mentioning that there is continued research activity aimed at
perturbing and controlling front propagation via electric35

and magnetic36 fields as well as other externally imposed
stimuli.37 Moreover, ideas are being pursued to utilize chemi-
cal front propagation as a tool to solve optimization prob-
lems in an unconventional, i.e., noncomputer based, and
highly parallel fashion. For instance, Steinbock et al. used
BZ fronts to demonstrate the analysis of shortest paths in
labyrinths38 and the construction of chemical logic gates.39

Related ideas are also explored by groups around
Yoshikawa40 and Gorecki.41 Lastly, we emphasize that
chemical front propagation is also observed in nonsolution
based reaction-diffusion media as well as in a great variety of
electrochemical systems. Examples include catalytic surface
reactions,42 electrodeposition phenomena such as the “elec-
troless” deposition of copper,43 and front propagation during

44
metastable pitting on steel.
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The previous discussion shows a great diversity in the
ypes of experimental systems that can sustain traveling
ronts. Perhaps not surprisingly, the same holds for the phe-
omenon of wave propagation. Obviously not all front-
upporting reactions can recover a state that allows addi-
ional fronts to move through medium, but the list of
xamples is still long and diverse. Once again, we find im-
ortant examples in the field of electrochemistry with the
lassic one being the dissolution of iron in nitric acid.45 Un-
er appropriate conditions, the metal is in a passive state that
s caused by a thin, spontaneously forming oxide layer on its
urface. Local perturbations of this protective film can trig-
er a corrosion pulse that travels at relatively high speeds �up
o 1 m/s� over the metal surface. In its wake, however, the
etal reforms the protective oxide layer, thus re-establishing

ts original excitable state. Similar wave behavior is observed
n many aqueous autocatalytic reactions. In the latter cases,
he underlying mechanisms are often of a pure reaction-
iffusion type. Over the last three decades, the BZ reaction
as become the most frequently studied model among excit-
ble reaction-diffusion media.

In the BZ reaction and similar systems, waves are typi-
ally studied to obtain new insights into the dynamics of
omplex patterns such as rotating spirals and chemical tur-
ulence. Consequently, most investigations have focused on
uasi-two-dimensional media and, for technical reasons, to a
esser extent on three-dimensional systems. A significantly
maller number of studies have explored pseudo-one-
imensional BZ media. This specific spatial constraint can be
pproximated in an annular gel reactor. Already in 1987,
oszticzius et al. constructed and demonstrated such a de-
ice that allows the experimentalist to probe BZ waves under
ontransient conditions.46 Although these waves are exter-
ally sustained and hence exist for only as long as the reactor
umps are operated, this type of ring reactor has rather com-
lex boundary conditions. Phenomena that require shorter
etection times are therefore more appropriately studied in
losed systems such as small-diameter glass capillaries.
owever, special care has to be taken to avoid the formation
f hydrodynamic flow patterns that could induce various ar-
ifacts.

Of foremost interest regarding excitation waves in 1D is
he wavelength-velocity dependence of �ideally infinite�
ave trains. This dependence is often referred to as the sys-

em’s dispersion relation. The classical BZ reaction seems to
ave large parameter regions in which the dispersion relation
s monotonically increasing while saturating at the velocity
f the solitary pulse. This feature is called “normal disper-
ion” and stems from the refractory zone in the wake of each
ulse. Within this zone, the system recovers its original ex-
itability by adjusting the concentration levels of certain con-
rol species. In the BZ reaction, the inhibitory bromide ion
cts as the main control species.47 Moreover, there is an ab-
olute refractory zone close to the pulse where no new exci-
ation cycle can be induced. The absolute refractory zone
auses the directionality of wave propagation and is also re-
ponsible for the lack of interference and reflection phenom-
na that is observed for typical excitation waves. In recent

ears, anomalous dispersion relations have been observed

nloaded 29 Sep 2006 to 128.186.109.170. Redistribution subject to AI
and studied by several groups. These anomalies include
anomalous slope, gaps, finite band widths, and bistability and
are referenced in the article by Manz and Steinbock in this
Focus Issue.

IV. PATTERN FORMATION

Already around the end of the nineteenth century, scat-
tered reports began to document the existence of spatial and
spatio-temporal patterns in the realm of chemistry and its
subdisciplines. Classic examples include precipitation pat-
terns such as Liesegang rings and related geochemical pat-
terns including band structures in agates.48 Also in electro-
chemistry and metallurgy, surprising spiral structures were
observed in the electro-codeposition of silver-antimony
alloys.49 However, the time was not ripe for systematic in-
vestigations of these phenomena, partly because our modern
understanding of nonequilibrium thermodynamics had not
yet been developed. Regarding experimental studies of
chemical pattern formation in dissipative systems, the mod-
ern era started in the 1970s with the pioneering work of a
small number of scientists, most prominently Zhabotinsky,
Zaikin, and Winfree.50 Simple but astonishing experiments
employing thin layers of the BZ solution were published that
showed spatio-temporal structures such as target patterns and
rotating spiral waves. Today, basic research on these patterns
continues and more and more experimental examples docu-
ment their existence in a broad range of physical, chemical,
and biological systems.

Another central figure in the development of nonlinear
chemical dynamics is the well-known mathematician Alan
Turing. In 1952, Turing published a landmark paper entitled
“The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis.”51 This paper pre-
dicted the existence of stationary concentration patterns in
autocatalytic reaction-diffusion systems. However, the first
experimental examples of these Turing patterns were re-
ported only in 1990. The latter work by groups around
Patrick De Kepper52 and Harry Swinney53 employed the
chlorite-iodide-malonic acid �CIMA� reaction in a
continuously-fed unstirred gel reactor. These stationary non-
equilibrium structures are typically spots on a hexagonal lat-
tice or stripe patterns with submillimeter-scale wavelengths.

In subsequent investigations of traveling and stationary
patterns, it became clear that tools for the external perturba-
tion and manipulation of the structures had the potential to
open up new realms of investigation. Here, we want to high-
light and briefly discuss two specific examples, namely the
external control of photosensitive reaction media and the use
of soft-lithography for the production of microscale reactor
arrays. Visible light has been utilized as a tool to control and
modulate the formation of Turing patterns. For example,
Dolnik et al.54 studied the response of hexagonal Turing
structures with pattern defects to spatially patterned visible
light. Specifically, they found that defects are removed most
effectively if the wavelength of the external forcing is
slightly larger than the natural wavelength of the pattern.
Other interesting applications concern traveling waves in the
ruthenium-catalyzed BZ reaction. This system can be inhib-

ited by blue light �maximal effect around 454 nm� that

P license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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romotes the production of the inhibitor species bromide.55

uhnert et al. used this feature to perform simple image-
rocessing tasks.56 Steinbock et al. developed tools that al-
ow for the controlled production, destruction and placement
f spiral waves using localized perturbations created by an
rgon-laser beam.57 Showalter and co-workers developed
nd used intricate spatio-temporal feedback and control al-
orithms to study wave dynamics in subexcitable media,
omplex networks, and swarming.58 Lastly, the photosensi-
ivity of the ruthenium-catalyzed BZ reaction can also be
xploited for spatially extended, oscillatory media. For ex-
mple, Petrov et al.59 investigated resonant forcing and Lin
t al. Bloch-front turbulence.60

Although immensely versatile, light-induced photo-
hemical perturbations of pattern forming systems fail to ma-
ipulate the dynamics at small length scales. This limitation
s mainly due to diffusion of the inhibitory species produced
n the illuminated region. Similar limitations exist for, other-
ise quite powerful, techniques in which the catalyst is pat-

erned and immobilized on membranes using inkjet-printer
echnology.61 To investigate more intricate spatial con-
traints, microreactor arrays can be produced using various
ypes of lithography. These constraints are obviously static
nd cannot be easily altered in time. In the context of
attern-forming, catalytic, surface reactions, lithography has
een used to create microcomposite systems in which front
ucleation can be controlled. Specific examples include
t�110� surfaces with lithographically controlled Ti or Rh
verlayers.62 For the BZ reaction, Ginn et al. explored the
se of soft lithography to control wave propagation through
hannel networks as narrow as 50 �m.63 They also investi-
ated the dynamics of spiral wave rotation in grid-like net-
orks of excitable channels and reported sequences of com-
lex tip trajectories.64

Pattern-forming systems with even smaller reactor units
ave been developed and studied at Brandeis University.
anag, Epstein and co-workers have investigated the BZ re-
ction in microemulsions consisting of small aqueous BZ
roplets surrounded by a monolayer of the surfactant AOT in
continuous oil phase.65 By varying the relative amounts of

il, water, and surfactant, they can control the size of and
eparation between the droplet-reactors. They have found a
ariety of new patterns, such as inwardly rotating spirals
“antispirals”�66 and segmented traveling waves �“dashed
aves”�,67 not previously observed in simpler reaction-
iffusion systems. A comparison between the length scales of
he micelles �5–20 nm� in the BZ-AOT system and the
tructural features currently produced by lithography
10–50 �m� reveals a remarkable gap of three orders of
agnitude. We believe that this gap hides interesting new

henomena. Especially, we see a need to explore the behav-
or of wave patterns at this threshold between macroscopic
eterogeneous and quasihomogeneous but anisotropic media.

The various facets of modern research on chemical pat-
ern formation involve many other intriguing and equally
mportant research topics. Our short introduction has failed
o far to even mention current activities aiming to understand
nd control spiral-defect chaos, three-dimensional wave pat-
erns, instabilities in real-world fuel cells and catalytic de-
nloaded 29 Sep 2006 to 128.186.109.170. Redistribution subject to AI
vices. Also, an uncounted number of mysteries remain unan-
swered regarding the role of chemical waves and patterns in
living organisms. We hope that this short and modest intro-
duction has set the stage for the research articles in this spe-
cial issue and spiked the curiosity of the reader.

V. THIS ISSUE

This issue aims to provide an incomplete but represen-
tative cross section of some of the exciting research in the
field of self-organization in chemical systems. In the begin-
ning of our discussion of pattern formation in chemical sys-
tems, we discussed the classic example of Liesegang rings
that are based on precipitation dynamics in cross-gradient
systems. In recent years, Grzybowski et al. have used similar
scenarios for constructing nonlinear chemical microsystems.
Here, they review various experimental methodologies that
allow for the production of unconventional chemical sensors
and amplifiers.

Taylor and Britton investigate the impact of heterogene-
ities on three-dimensional wave propagation in a reaction-
diffusion system with and without advection. The experi-
mental part of this study employs magnetic resonance
imaging to probe the behavior within optically opaque, po-
rous media. Three-dimensional wave phenomena are also
discussed by Yamaguchi et al. However, the latter authors
investigate intricate vortex patterns in homogeneous reaction
media using optical techniques.

A technologically important problem is discussed by
Mikhailov et al. The authors investigate the onset of local-
ized corrosion on metal surfaces. Specifically they analyze
metastable pitting in the framework of stochastic temporal
and spatiotemporal models.

Chemical wave propagation and in particular instabilities
of wave trains are discussed by Manz and Steinbock. This
contribution features experiments with the cyclo-
hexanedione-BZ reaction in a pseudo-one-dimensional set-
ting. Foremost, the authors present experimental evidence for
breathing and backfiring pulses. Nonlinear dynamics in elec-
trochemical systems is also studied by Rivera et al. Using
numerical simulations, the authors characterize synchroniza-
tion phenomena for oscillator pairs with unidirectional and
bidirectional coupling. Wave propagation can also be ob-
served in experimental systems that are profoundly different
from autocatalytic reaction media. Shibata and Mikhailov
present a theoretical study of Langmuir monolayers contain-
ing chiral molecules that induce phenomena such as target
patterns and spiral waves.

Rohlf et al. report results of numerical simulations con-
cerning spiral wave rotation in spherical geometries of vari-
ous thicknesses. Their findings reveal interesting similarities
between 2D and 3D media and could also be of relevance for
improving our understanding of excitation dynamics in heart
muscles. Marts et al. discuss chemical dynamics observed in
response to a different class of external constraints. In their
study, a pseudo-two-dimensional, oscillatory reaction me-
dium is exposed to spatially homogeneous, oscillatory forc-
ing. Their experiments employ the photosensitive BZ reac-

tion and are complemented by theoretical studies.
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The group of Nakato studied electrochemical oscillations
f p-type Si�111� immersed in HF/CuSO4 solution. Their
rticle describes surface changes during periodic and chaotic
scillations that are a crucial component of the reaction
echanism proposed in this work. The paper by Marek et al.

nvestigates nonlinear chemical dynamics in the context of
atalytic mufflers, thus exemplifying the importance of this
eld of research for technologically relevant problems.

Benyaich et al. present theoretical results regarding the
patio-temporal behavior in open gel reactors. Their results,
btained for the iodate-arsenous acid reaction, reveal a mul-
iplicity of inhomogeneous stationary solutions. Boissonade
t al. discuss the origin of “spatial bistability” in gel reactors.
n addition, the authors present experimental results on
hemo-mechanical coupling and spectacular wave-induced
hanges in the size and shape of gel systems.

Turing patterns are subject of the study by Yang et al.
owever, the authors go beyond the more familiar hexagonal

nd striped patterns and investigate superlattice Turing struc-
ures using a mix of experiments and numerical simulations.

In a rather different arena of study, Asakura et al. pro-
ide experimental results and analysis for considering chiral
ymmetry breaking in a propagating front of an organic crys-
allization.
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